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Abstract

T/us workang paper ~s a prelmamary review of the state of the art m the study of the
economics of traffic mformauon The focus is on the ¢hfferent methods used to model the decision
process o f drivers in a traffic system, and on the effect of traffic informauon on ttus process In
addmon, the rewew includes the charactenzauon of informaraon in terms of content and accuracy.
The purpose ~s to develop an understanding of the market for different types of traffic
mformauon The paper also includes some preliminary models that can be used to model the
demand and supply of traffic reformation, including its temporal and spatial characteristics.
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Executive Summary
With congestion increasing significantly on our roadways, and major adjustments (e.g. the

automated highway system) still years away, the throughput of vehicles on our existing system
must somehow be increased. Traffic reformation has been shown by many studies to increase a
system’s throughput of vehicles by approximately 5-15%, depending on multiple factors. With
this working paper we will review the hterature presently available regarding the economics of
traffic information and the influences affecting the improvements which might result.

One focus of this paper ts the behavior of traffic information providers in gathering and
distributing the information. A second focus of this paper is on the different factors which affect
the human decision process employed by drivers and the effect of traffic information on this
process. ]a~ addition a number of important findings in fields related to transportation and
economics are explored for potential applications to traffic informaaon.

The first area of concern explored as the prospective behavior of information suppliers in
the marketplace. A previous study is expanded upon to show that information suppliers might
tend to cluster thetr services m a private market. The maximum benefits which could be received
by the entLre society from traffic informauon providers are thus not attained, and the potenual
u~provements resultuag from public involvement are explored.

The human decision process ts then explored for means of representing the benefits
received by consumers of traffic reformation Probabi~uc theories (e.g. game theory) are used 
attempt to model the decisions made by reformed and tmmformed drivers From these models
conclusions are made about the factors impacting the overall benefits received from the use of
uaffic mformaraon. In addiuon these benefits are compared to trends likely for the costs of an
mformauon system, leaving suggestions as to what level of informauon would be most productive
toward society The system-opttmal level of characteristics describing an reformation system (e.g.
accuracy, frequency of updates) are shown to be affected by the costs of attaimng these levels and
the benefil.s which the system’s users can be expected to receive.

After attempung to model the human decision process, the in~vidual factors which have
been found to affect ttus process are described. The impact that each charactensuc, either of the
driver or the envtronment which the driver is in, is described. These factors are then shown to be
combined h’a a manner unique for all &avers to form what has been referred to as a threshold for
d~vers~on, which affects each individual driver’s willingness to alter his route or departure ume.
These changes are what ~s necessary to reduce the congestion on freeways resulung from
ercess~ve demand or capacity-reducing incidents.

F~nally the different analytical tools in use today with traffic studies are described along
with the adjustments wkich can be made for direct use with traffic information. These tools (e.g. 
queuing curve) can be used to measure the direct impact of certain parameters upon the
movement of traffic w~th information. In addition the impact that each of the previously described
factors ha~, on the movement of vehicles can be visualized easier with these tools.

With this information and the research surrounding it it is hoped that the behavior of
today’s tra£’fic information providers can be understood better. The demand for traffic information
by drivers, network operators, goods distributors, etc. can be explored to determine what type of
benefits ca~ be reahstically expected from our information systems. In addition we might be able
to prescribe the acuons with regard to public funding and provider behavior through which we
could achieve these benefits.



1. Introduction
As more roadways become saturated with traffic each year, traffic information systems are

being looked upon as solutions in more cities. Traffic information systems are used to inform
drivers and system managers of periods when capacity on one route has been reduced (due to an
incident) or when an alternative route might be quicker due to the level of demand on the primary
route. Examples of such systems available today include the SmartRoute systems in Boston, the
TravInfo system in the San Francisco/Bay Area, and the use of the Internet for the Los Angeles
metropolitan area (L~ebesny 1992; Yma 1996). In nearly every city information is gathered 
~me means to be ~stributed over radio reports.

Numerous studies in recent years have explored the many aspects influencing the
economics of the traffic information industry. One important aspect of information economics is
the behaw or of travelers. A better understanding of such could be gained through surveys or
observations of traveler responses. Another form of research has used computer simulation to
esumate the travel-time benefits attainable with different levels of market penetration. A thud
fi~rm of research revolves analyucal tools (such as queuing analysis) to represent the impact 
different iaformaraon systems. Each of these areas will be &scussed extensively m this report.

addmon to these stuches, a number of historical stuches in the fields of communicauon
technology and decision theory will be d~scussed. We will show how we may borrow from then"
knowledge to understand our world better.

We will show how we plan to use the f’mdmgs from these stuches to gmn a clearer
understanding of the mformauon industry° W~th this understanding we plan to address two
important ~ssues, namely, i) why the members of the informauon industry (suppliers and
customers) behave as they do, and ii) what kind of changes (with policy, eqmpment, etco) might
be useful to increase the benefits which society g~ns from these services.

2. Founch~tional Research
To analyze the economacs of traffic mformauon, it is first necessary to understand the

forces whtch make parucipants behave as they do. With most goods produced for consumption, it
u~ the desires of the suppliers and customers to maximize their individual benefits which cause
each good’, to be produced and priced at a certain level. The principle behind the customers’
demand curve Is that they would ideally "pay" a specified amount (often a function of price and
tzanspor~.ation costs) for a good which provided them with a certain benefit. With traffic
haformation, this benefit can be seen as a function of the travel time saved with information.

Traffic information is different from most goods, however, in that the cost of
"transporting" the h’fformation is negligible. Whereas most f’~ed goods require a trip to the store,
zaformat~on is available at one’s fingertips. In addition, fixed goods tend to provide individual
benefits independent of the overall level of consumption. Traffic information differs in that the
direct benefits of information are inversely proportional to the amount of people receiving the
information (due to the buildup of traffic on the alternate route). It should also be noted here (and
d~scussed later) that traffic information can be shown clearly as providing benefits to drivers who
axe not direct customers. (Diverting vehicles from congested roads can reduce significantly the
~ravel times of other vehicles.) As a result society receives many external benefits not affecting the
price which indwidual customers would be willing to pay. These benefits might be captured as a
raeans for justifying public financing.



A supply curve would represent the level of information (area covered, accuracy and
frequency of reports, etc.) which a supplier would produce if he were to generate a specified
amount of revenue (from pubhc funding, private customers, etc.). This price would resemble 
costs necessary for gathering the information, as the goods need not be transported to a cornm
point such as the market. An illustration of these curves can be seen in Figure 1. One large
objective of our research is to attempt to describe the forces behind these curves. Together the
influence the level of information which would ideaUy be produced by a free market.

Figure 1

Number of Customers

The supply and demand for different levels of information

For example, informauon of a certain level will be of a certain value to customers (D).
Informauon of a h~gher level (greater accuracy, more frequent updating, etc.) will be of a hlghe
value 03’), thus customers should be willing to pay a hlgher pnce. Stmilarly, the costs to supph
for gathering traffic reformation walt increase with the level of information (S’ > S). We hope 
explain the different factors influencing the level of supply and demand erastmg on the market.

2.1. Competition among suppliers
The behavior of goods suppliers, a behavior we beheve could be extended to that of

informauon providers, was addressed fast by an economist, Harold HoteUing (HoteUmg 1927)
Here it was shown that supphers of a common good for which there is uniform demand tend tc
cluster. That is, along a linear market wxth uniform demand, competing suppliers (both produci
the good at equal costs) would ultimately locate themselves adjacent to each other in the centeJ
the market. Because neither provider would be able to increase his revenue by moving, this
situation was regarded as a Nash equihbrium, with respect to location. This situation is illustrat
in Figure 2.

b’ b

Figure 2. Locations of competing suppliers of goods, at
equilibrium (a-b) and non.equilibrium (a’-b’).



If either supplier (supplier A) were not located in the middle (rather, at a’), the other supplier
(supplier 13) could maximize his revenue by positioning himself immediately toward the center (at
b’). And so the other supplier (A) would move, the process repeating until both were in 
rziddle, when equilibrium was reached.

Tins arrangement of suppliers clearly does not sell its goods to its customers at what
would be the lowest price possible. When the transportation costs are included for a fixed good,
~r~e benefits of the society could be shown to be maximized when the suppliers are distributed
throughout the line rather than being clustered in certain locations.

Tins issue comes of interest with traffic information because it can be shown that
information providers will also tend to cluster near the locations of highest demand. Such
clustering would in a sense maximize the demand captured (and thus the revenue) for the
indlvidual suppliers. As a result, competing providers would be running similar operations in the
same locations, the fixed costs necessary to capture this area would be needlessly multiplied. An
alternative’ solution, one wbach would maximize the public benefit from the service, would call for
t~ae dlstribuuon of information supphers such that no overlapping occurred and the maximum
demand was captured. The benefits gained by travelers from information would increase, while
rd~e costs would be unchanged.

As Hotelhng menuoned that this scenario might support the ~dea of socialism over
capitahsm, with traffic reformation it might serve to justify public funding for traffic information.
We will later show how studles have also found that benefits of traffic reformation are consistently
~cetved by uninformed travelers as well as the reformed. If these benefits are to be captured and
p,nced accordingly, public financing would be necessary at some level. One of the issues at the
heart of our study ~s the precise level of public involvement at which benefits of the system could
~e maxam tzed

It .should be noted that some thoughts behind th:s paper were later refuted (D’Aspremont
1979), on the argument that pnce equihbrium would never exist with suppliers so close, due to
undercutung However, for some sources of traffic reformation (particularly w~th radio or
telewsaon) no direct pricing exists between the suppliers and the customers. In addition, a unique
aspect of traffic reformation is that the customer does not bear the costs of transporting the good
between locauons. The cost of transporung the information electromcally costs very little in both
ttme and money, and as a result, the transportation costs associated with gathering/distribution of
informauon are shared by all customers. As a result, clustering could still exist among traffic
r~ormauon systems, and the involvement of public funding could prove beneficial.

2.2° Modeling the benefits of an informed driver
With regards to the demand for information, much work has been done for other fields of

economics which could be applied to traffic information. Many authors, including one of the
founders of decision theory, Jacob Marschak, reasoned that the value of information (and thus the
demand price) could be set as the average amount earned as a result of that information
(Marschak 1974b)o In other words, the value of a piece of information could be set as the change
in the expected value of the output parameter to be measured° With regards to traffic information,
l~he benefits could be received through a reduction in travel time; the value of the information
would be the average reduction in travel time. (Unfortunately with transportation many variables
combine to form a utility function which is maximized by drivers. Other factors affecting one’s
utihty, ancl thus the price, include the familiarity with certain routes or the consequences of being



Iate for an appointmenL such as a fhght. Factors such as these are often difficult to capture an)
will be explored later.)

A simple exmnsion of this which appeared in Marschak’s paper would involve the payc
matrix given in Figure 3, with states of nature $1 and $2 and actions al and a2 :

States of Nature
S~ $2

AcUonsr aI r~ 0
a2 0 r~

Figure 3. Representauon of a Payoff Matrix

where rl and r: represent the rewards for certain action-state pairs. For this example assume th
the rewards rl and r2 represent the amount of travel tune saved by taking the shorter route. Acl
1 represents taking the freeway and acuon 2 the arterial. States 1 (no) and 2 (yes) represent 
existence of an incident along the freeway. The payoff marx shows how rewards would be
gamed by traveling the freeway when there is no incident and the arterial when there is an incic
(causing enough delay to warrant dlversmn).

The benefits which come as a result of the use of traffic reformation, found from the
payoff under different scenarios, can be described as follows. Let:

1-p = probabihty of an incident occurring ($2)

p = probabihty of no mcldent occurring (Sa)

Assume that the probabihty of an incident is less than one-half, and, on average, drivers would
perform better taking action 1 each ume Drivers would become aware of this trend from past
experience, and m the event that no updated information is available, would follow this acuon
each ume The average payoff ( = ~p,r,) would be:

p*rl + (l-p)*0 = p*rl (without reformation) (1)

In the event that information is available, we can assume that the driver will take that action wV
offers the greatest reward each time. That is, under state 1 (no incident along the highway) the
driver will take action 1 (travel the lughway). Under state 2 (an incident along the highway) 
driver will take action 2 (travel the arterial). In this case the average payoff would be:

p*r~ + (l-p)*r2 (with information) (2)

The average benefit of mforrnation, seen by subtracting (1) from (2) are found to 

(p*rx) + ((1-p)*r2) - (p*r~) = (benefits of information)



5

Upon siraple observation this finding shows us that the benefits which are to be received from a
traffic information source are proportional to:

i) the probabihty of an incident occurring (l-p), 
ii) the average reward which would result from taking the optimal action

As a result one can see that the benefits of an information system are greatest when incidents are
more frequent (until taking the arterial becomes better, on average) and when the reward of using
the alternate route in this state is greater. With this system we could calculate the maximum
benefits to be produced by an information system, if state 2 were to correspond to the existence of
an incident significant enough to warrant diversion. The reason for this definition of state 2 results
from the fact that benefits are produced when the optimal action for a certain state changes. It is
precisely at this point, where diversion is warranted, that the optimal action changes.

2.3. Extensions of game theory
Thls payoff mamx is similar to another game theoretic representation wtuch involves the

actlons of more than one party. In the previous payoff matrix, the rewards of certain actions were
a funclaon of the prevmling state, in game theory, the rewards are a functton of other players’
acuons In a sense, thxs arrangement might seem more logical because the travel times (or
rewards) along a certain route are clearly a functaon of how many other people travel that route.
One du’ect apphcataon of this concept was made by de Pah’na (1993). He assumed that an entire
platoon (one of the "’players" taking an acuon) traveling from one origin to one destination would
l’ollow the same route, the payoff (or cost) being a function of the other platoons’ acraons.

This scenario could be applied with the use of traffic reformation. For a simple case,
~amagme two sets of drivers (reformed, uninformed) traveling along a similar route. The reformed
txavelers’ benefits would be a function of the percentage of people between each O-D set which
lake each route That is, because the travel tame on each route is a monotomc function of the
volume using ~t, the benefits of taking the secondary route, in the event of an incident on the
immary rc>ute, is a function of the number of vehicles taking a similar action. Complications arise
m that the, number of vehicles equipped and ,.he capacity reduction of an incident change with
every incident; thus the payoff wtU change. This is information which the reformed driver ~s
typically not equipped with when making his decision. In addition, the availability of alternate
~outes will change from site to site, also affecting the rewards for different actions. In summary
game theory would likely be most helpful in simply gaining a picture of the decisions faced by
everyday drivers and the effects which these decisions have. The results, however, would be
¢hfficult to generahze and transfer between events and locations.

A possible representation of the payoff to individuals under certain conditions (or the
expected 0enefit to be received from information) is given by Hirshleffer & Riley (1992). Shown
in F~gure 4 is a graph, on which the x-axis represents the probability of state 1 occurring (at x = 1,
state 1 occurs; at x = 0, state 1 does not occur). Assume state 1 represents the event of aa
incident. The y-axes represent the utilities resulting from each action when that state
corresponding wtth the x-coordinate occurs.

The diagonal lines connecting them represent the expected utility which would result from
the probabihty distribution g~ven by each point along the x-aras. When a message gives a certain
probabihty, the best actton would be that which gives the largest expected utility. As a new



message arrives and gives a new probability distribution, the expected utihty corresponding to
certain actions will change; the value of this information ~s the change m the expected utility at
tlus state from the previous state.

For instance, assume that the probability of aa incident, apriori, is 1/3. Similar to previc
discussion, the optimal action at po = 1/3 would be to take the highway, with a utility represent
by A. Assume that an irfformation source gives two raessages. Under one message, that no
incident has occurred, the probability of an incident has fallen to Pl = 0.1. With the second
message, that an incident has occurred, P2 = 0.8. Under message I, the optimal action would 1~
take the highway (which has the highest expected payoff, B). Under message 2, the optimal act
would be to take the arterial (C). The expected utility, given the information, can be found fron
the line connecting points B and C. Assuming that the apriori probability remains p = 1/3, the
benefit resulting from the information would be the ve~cal distance between A and BC. This
d~agram can be used to see clearly that:

i) the benefit gamed from the mformauon can be seen to increase linearly with the
accuracy of each message. As Pl increases, the line BC rises proportionally,
and the distance between A and BC increase proportionally as well.

h) the benefits gained from increasing the accuracy of all messages, or the overall
accuracy of the system, grows even faster.

V

¥
~2

VI

Figure 4. Graph representing the benefits of information in terms of the
accuracy of the messages (p,) and the utilities of different states
(V,). The benefit resulting from the information is proportional

to the distance between A, the apriori expected utility, and the
line BC, the expected utility ~ler receiving the messages.



2.4. Costs versus benefits
Unfortunately~ as the benefits can be seen to increase linearly with the accuracy of each

message, the costs required for achieving such accuracy likely grow at a much faster rate (similar
to Figure 5). That is, every degree of accuracy desired for the output likely has an increased
marginal cost. (One could justify this from the fact that an errorless system, vh-tually unachievable,
could be represented by an infinite cost.) At some point, the cost of increasing the accuracy would
,exceed ate benefits to be gamed from such. As a result, it should be realized that the optimal level
of accuracy for messages is likely somewhere below complete accuracy. The cost of devising a
perfect system would be too great.

~
st of supply

nefits received

Level of Accuracy

Figure 5. Likely relauonslup between costs and benefits for accuracy

The cost of inforrnanon systems ~s affected largely by the system’s abihty to handle data.
Important thoughts regarding this given by Marschak were in many ways drawn from the
contribunons of Shannon and Weaver in The Mathematical Theory of Communication (Shannon
et al. 1962). Important ideas were f’ust addressed here regarding the amount of information. For
example, here the amount of mformanon was defined as"

H(x) = ~ -p, log(p,)

summed over all messages i of prohabihty p,. Shannon and Marschak both commented that the
l~gger the number of messages, the larger was the amount of information, and thus the more
costly would be the instrument necessary to meastuw./transfer the information. This trend in costs
describes what was explained earlier with the accuracy of messages; it is likely that the number of
messages would have to be larger if more accuracy is desired. (Significant improvements in
communication technology over recent decades has likely influenced this trend somewhat, but
~:)me effect would still be present.)

Fortunately, it should be remembered that more value is not necessarily gained from more
ttfforrnation. Shannon argued that the amount of information could not be allowed to exceed the
capacity of the channel by which it was being sent, else it would be reduced by errors or
~.rnbiguiues. From this, Weaver made the natural extension that the capacity of the channel can be
~ssumed strnilar to the capacity of the audience (or the driver). That is, as many traffic engineers



have shown and we will discuss m the following section, the amount of traffic irdormation shot
not exceed the amount necessary. (For example, the amount of traffic information could includ
data such as queue length, travel time, cause of an incidenL alternate routes available, etc.) Onl
fracuon of tlus information is necessary to make an informed decision as to the optimal itinerar

In addition~ human drivers have been shown to be able to handle only a certain amount
information; as the information grows, it may become too complicated. In many instances the
increased costs spent to gather more det~iled information provide zero benefits. In summary,
more information does not always mean more value. In fact, the only instances in which the val
of informauon can be seen as proportional to the amount of information are those instances ha
whach eather the state is already known (in wluch case the value is 0), or when all states are
equally likely.

2.5. What can we gain?
In summary, the long-run average value of mformauon, according to Marschak and maJ

others, depends on.
a) the probablhty dtstnbuuon of incidents,
11) the payoff matrix assocmted wath each set of acuons and states, and
ui) the rule of action under each message senL

In a s~mllar manner, Weaver suggested three levels at which reformation issue could be address
a) how accurately can messages be transmatted’L
u) how precisely do the transmxtted messages cover the desired meaning?, and
ih) how effecuvely does the received meaning affect conduct in the desired way’~

In the following section, the research explonng these tssues with respect to traffic information.
parucular wall be discussed more thoroughly.

3. Traveler Behavior
As menuoned earlier, common transportation theory holds that many factors combine L

some way to influence the decisions made by drivers. In effect, a utility funcUon consists of a h
number of variables, some affecting the overall utility more than others. Naturally the objective
each driver as to maxmuze his utility (or minimize his disutility, since many measures of
transportataon are negative, such as travel time) wxthout concern for the utility of others. In ma
ways ttus is what makes traffic analysis difficult, in that thousands of parucipants exist, each w~
l’as own objecuve.

With regards to traffic information, a driver likely holds a preassigned utility for each
possible route and departure time based upon his previous experiences. Because a trip-maker
generally maintains his itinerary unless his perceptions of alternatives" utilities changes, the
objective of traffic information is to make drivers aware of the present situations which might
change the ordering of his options’ utilities. In this section we will discuss the different
components of the normal trip which have been shown to affect drivers’ tendencies to use
information.

To gain a perspective of the driver’s perceptions, Ben-Aldva et al. (1991) predicted th~
drivers tended to have an in.formation level, I(w), which could be used to judge, from their
perceptions, the best option among those available. Drivers would use the experiences of their
travel patterns P and the information which they receive from outside sources (radio, route



guidance boxes, etc.) to update their information level. Wah this updated I(w), drivers would then
be capable of making a more informed decision as to the optimal route and departure time.

3.1. Factors affecting driver behavior
Within the last decade a number of studies have come out regard/rig traveler surveys,

stated preference models, or, in some cases, observed behavior or field experiments. Such studies
have been completed by the likes of Khattak, Mannering, Mahmassan/, and others listed at the
end. These studies were used to determine the factors affecting drivers’ tendencies to use traffic
~fformat~on.

G~ae such variable was the length of the trzp, or the average travel time. People who often
made longer trips were on average more willirlg to USe traffic information and change their
route/time, perhaps due to frusu’ation. As a result the benefits of information might be greater in
areas known for longer travel.

Aa~other factor in the overall use of (or benefits gained from) traffic information is the
availabd~t), of alternates, in the form of routes or departure times. Information is likely to be
most beneficial m the areas which offer alternate routes, for in the event of an incident or severe
congesuon, drivers will have another option by which their costs could be nunimized. With the
avaJlablhty of alternauves, it should also be noted that benefits could be received more frequently
(and thus increase on average), as diversion would be more frequent.

One of the lnuiung factors of the system and our natural desare to achieve the maximum
benefits of the system is the limitedprocessmg capacity of human drivers, or drivers" hrmted
mental representauon of the opuons available. In many cases drivers take a longer route because
~hey have, traveled it more often and are more familiar with that route. Taking this one step
further, it has been shown that females tend to change routes less frequently than males, perhaps
due to a different cognitive map of the routes available or less desire to try new routes.

One could argue that thas mental processing could be seen as a cost contributing to the
overall cost of the trip. After a certain amount of deliberation the benefits expected from further
~ought often do not ment the time necessary (the costs of further analysis). As a result, people
~end to cut short their route/time deliberation before exhausting all options. In particular, many of
~e routes avaalable through arterial networks are never considered at all, though they might offer
:some clear advantage m certain conditions

On average, most studies have shown that people are willing to change their departure
,rime more readily than they are their travel route. This might occur because people are more
attached to a cer~n route, where they perceive themselves as being safer or not being lost. The
departure time is not something quite as unique from other departure times.

Another important finding was that the consumer behavior pattern was very different for
morning vs. afternoon peak period commuters. In essence, afternoon commuters were less willing
t~o change, their route between work and home, but were more willing to change their departure
lLnae. This result could be explained in that the penalty for arriving home late would likely be
much less than that for arriving to work late. As a result, the relative utility placed on maintaining
a route versus saving time on an alternate would be higher for afternoon commuters than morning
commuters. (A means for repreSenting the number of early and late arrivals at equilibrium, raised
by Amotl et al., 1993, will be discussed later.) The value of information could as a result be
]~lgher in the morning than in the afternoon, as use of it would be made more readily.



Among other findings were that drivers more willing to change then" trip departure tin
were typically characterized as young (perhaps fearing change less) Changes were also more
likely ff drivers hstened regularly to radio reformation (showing that improvements might be
beneficial) or ff the work arrival tame was flexible.

One study emphasized that people were w~|hng to change departure time if the ratio
between the actual and free-flow travel times were higher. This might result from the drivers’
frustration levels, feehng that they could be moving faster than the system allowed. Along a
similar line, many studies have shown that the reduction of stress or anxiety can be seen as
another benefit of traffic irfformation.

With respect to changing routes, drivers were found to be more willing to divert if the
congestion on the main route was incident-induced. A number of studies have touched on thi~
topic, but if one can imagine, with recurrent congestion the travel times on all routes tend to
approach each other (as descnbed by Wardrop’s fu’st pr~ciple). Thus, the benefits of switchin
from one route to another (the benefits of information) are expected to be zero. In the event 
incident, however, the difference in travel time between competing routes can become sigmfic
as the service rate of one route changes sign~canfly As a result the benefit of switching route
(and thus hstemng to mformauon) increases significantly.

3.2. Combining these factors
The findings of these studies can be used to justify the ¢hsuSbution of the delay necessa

for drivers to d~ven to an alternate route, which was found in previous studies. To be precise,
d~stnbuuon of the delay time necessary for a certain percentage of travelers to d~vert was fou~
resemble an S-curve, similar to that shown below (Huchingson et al. 1979). The number 
vehicles changing routes grows at an increasing rate with the delay until a certmn level, at whi~
the rate becomes decreasing The explanauon for th~s trend could be the different values whict
drivers associated w~th the different attributes previously d~scussed.

Percentage
of Vehicle.,
Divemngjr

5 15
Delay (ram)

Figure 6. Distribution of delay necessary for ¢hversion among drivers

To be more specific, people hold different values for each minute of late arrival, or the utilitie.~
for alternative routes available, which would cause some to change their route or departure tirt
more readily than others. As a resuR, as the delay increases (or the difference in travel time
favonng the alternative becomes greater), more drivers would be willillg tO divert (and thus me
drivers could recmve duect benefits from information).
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Thas graph can be seen to represent what researchers def’me as the threshold necessary for
diversion. Tlus threshold represents the amount of delay (or disu~ty) which would be necessary
on a pnm~u’y route before a driver would divert to an alternate route. When the negative utility of
flae pnmaz~y mute has exceeded that of the alternate route, one could say that the driver’s
du’eshold ]has been surpassed.

Naturally, because the utilities associated with each attribute differ drastically from driver
to driver, this threshold wiIl vary from person to person. Some studies (Hall 1993; Huchingson et
al° 1979) have found the threshold among the drivers surveyed or observed to be within the range
of 5-15 rmaautes. As a result of this varying measure, the benefits which would be offered by an
irfformadon system might be difficult to predict in any conclusive manner. It is conceivable that
some average utility value could be associated with each of the multiple attributes of a trip, and
with this ~ae benefits which society might gain could be estimated But questions would exist
about how precise the estimate is.

4. Quality of Information
4.1. Attirubutes of an information source

Another area whach has been researched, though not as extensively, involves the different
measurements of a traffic informauon provader’s output For example, the measures of an
~rtforrnauon servace include its accuracy, its frequency of update, or the area for which information
~s collected One could also choose to divide the information gathering and distribution process
i~.to three important components, as described by Khattak, namely the information’s content, its
medaum, and its quahty. Changes to any one of these three parameters could impact sagnificantly
~e message whach ~s percewed by the driver and thus the benefits from this which he is able to

It as logical that individual drivers would care most about the area for which data is being
coUected, ff the route for the trip they are planning (or the alternate routes which are available) 
not covered m the area for which reformation is collected, then clearly no benefits can be gained
from the mformauon° Beyond thas studies have shown that users of information system tend to
value mosl the accuracy of the system, followed then by the cost of the system, and then by the
frequency of updates (Ng etal. 1995).

Dttferent methods could be used to fred the optimal level at which these parameters could
be met by ,an reformation source. Recall that at some level the marginal cost of increasing the
accuracy of the informauon would exceed the marginal increase in society’s expected benefit.
Hence it would not be wise (from a private or a public operation’s perspective) to increase the
accuracy beyond this level. Some studies (see for example Amott et al. 1991), have also shown
that the d~sbenefits of aa information system which is not completely accurate can in some cases
outweigh the benefits, due to too many vehicles being unwisely diverted, or the diversion period
for vehicles occurnng too heavily or for too long, etc. Similar relationships could be drawn for
e~tch of the variables mentioned, i.e. frequency or area of coverage.

4.2. Pricing of attributes
The study by Ng et al. (1995) used surveys distributed to drivers to determine what

diSvers would prioritize most. But to our knowledge no study has ever attempted to associate
different values with different levels of these parameters. For example, how much more benefit (or
how much more would people be willing to pay) for information updated every five minutes



instead of every ten minutes. Formally known as the trade-off analysis of consumer values
(Johnson 1974), surveys could be distributed with a number of different arrangements or costs
available. Drivers could be asked to pfioritize among these arrangements, with a relative
preference among these alternatives being the f.mal result. The perceived ut~ty for each level oi
attribute could be compared with the necessary costs to deterrame a level to be designed for. H
conclusive these results would be would remain uncerta~, but to our knowledge no study has
previously been attempted.

To gain a perspective on how the costs may vary, consider the classification given by Be
AkJva. Information systems are divided here into three categories: historical, current, and
predictive. The historical reformation system uses the results of previous days’ travel records
(both incident and non-inctdent) to estimate, on average, what would be the best route and
departure schedule to follow. Tim information can be gamed from personal experience and
analyzed at httle expense. Acuon under th~ envirora~ent would resemble that of the uniaformel
dnver from equauon 1.

A current irtformauon system, on the other hand, gives measures of certain variables m !
traffic stream near the present time, such as the speed of traffic on certain links. From tttts data,
winch is more e×pens~ve to gather, guesses could be made as to the optimal trip itinerary. (The
accuracy could come of assue here m that it ~s unknown how long the measured speeds will be
maintained along the link.)

The predicuve reformation, which would likely be the most difficult to gather, would
requtre predlcung the responses of drivers presently within the system to estimate the future tra
ames of cert,~n links. These travel times would be those to be incurred specifically by the dnveJ
recewmg the ~rfformation, and for that reason would be the most beneficial. In addition, the futt
sltuauon depends heavily on the penetrauon level of the traffic irrformation and also on the
response level of the drivers, somettung winch ~ difficult to know and understand completely.
C/’h~s difficulty ~s very similar to that found m the use of game theory.) Therefore, the
mcorporaaon of pred~cuve traffic lnformauon inherently adds a signJ.ficant amount of variance t
be read into the messages On a positive note, this variance could be more than offset by the
reduced cost of analysis for the drivers who are receiving the informauon. The ability of
mforrnauon systems to predict the response of traffic ~ growing cons~derably; however, it ~s no
often that such information is gxven to the drivers on the roadway to be used (Yim, 1996). Eith~
way, reports have found that prescriptive information is emerging as an available tool.

One Iast note regarding these attributes is that because people tend to have different
values for dafferent variables, and the benefits for some ~ps are naturally greater than the benef
for others, a price structure for the information service could be difficult to arrange. In addition
the technology available for information gathering is advancing quickly, allowing the costs of
systems to decrease. More knportanfly, as more drivers become equipped, the benefits received
by the informed drivers and the society will change. Further analysis of tt~ wilI be described
the following section, as found by A1-Deek et al. 1993, but it is safe to say here that:

i) the benefits which the informed driver receives over the urfirfformed decrease as
the percentage of drivers informed increases, and
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ii) tJbe overall benefits to soctety increase up to a certain level of penetraUon, at which
a further penetration results in higher travel umes (due to too many vehicles
being chverted, known as overresponse)

Because of these trends, the marginal benefits would be difficult to compare with the marginal
costs to determine without experiment the optimal level of information penetration.

5. Representations of the Effects of Information
One method which has been commonly used to estimate the benefits of traffic information,

pamcularly in the measure of travel time savings, has been computer simulation of traffic. (For 
gcod collection of studies’ findings, see Hall 1993). Most of these studies have shown that the
benefits to ~ achieved through the implementation of information systems is somewhere around
the magnitude of 5-15%. In particular, studies have repeatedly shown that the benefits achieved
duLrmg incident-induced congestion are consistently higher than the benefits during recurrent
cangestion,, likely for reasons discussed earlier.

In this section we wtU show how different tools of analysis have been used in past studies
to represent the effects reformation can have on the flow of traffic. The tools used in these studies
could also prove valuable m economic analyses of traffic reformation systems.

5.1. A system’s ability to handle vehicles
For example, a deterministtc queuing curve can clearly display a socmty’s distribution of

departure t:~nes and a system’s ability to handle thts traffic (Amott et al. 1991), as shown 
Figure 7 Because the mlual departure rate (shown by the slope of AB) is greater than the service
rate (the slope of the arrival curve AC) the delay of the queue (shown by the distance between 
curves, assuming a travel time of zero) continues to increase until the departure rate is reduced.
~e total delay expenenced ts the area wlthin the triangle after the number of arrivals has reached
the number of departures, t.e. all velucles having departed have been served.

# Driven

t*
Time

F~gure 7. Departure and arrival rates at equilibrium



What is most interesting to gain from this representation is the ratio between the peopl
amve late and the people to arrive early, and the adjustments which might be made to some
departure ttmes. Remember from before that drivers ,end to associate a cost to arriving early c
arnvmg late to their destination (because then" time could have been spent more productively
otherwise). As such, the cost to a person for arriving at work can be seen as 

C(t) = or(trip time) + 15(rainutes early) + y(minutes 

where 15 < o~ < y. Assuming that t* represents the time at which arrival to work is desffed, it ca
be shown that the ratio of the total number of"early minutes" (minutes arrival before t*,
measured by the triangle AEF) is proportional to the total number of"late minutes" (minutes
arrwal after t*, measured by the triangle ECK?), in the ratio of o~. That is, if equilibrium ha.~ b
reached, the total cost to people arriving early is equal to the to~ cost to people arriving late.
ad&uon, the disbenefit to one person arriving later (just after the last person presently arrives)
greater than the &sbenefit of the earhest person’s arrival time. Considered to be in equilibrium,
person can xmprove the cost to the society by adjusting his departure time.

The method by which this tool of analysis can be seen as beneficial in the analysis of
mformauon economics ts thaL under reduced capacity due to an incident or congestton, the art
rate (slope AC) will drop. As a result the number of vehicles arriving Iate will increase, and the
number of vehicles arnvmg early will decrease. Because the cost of arriving late is greater than
cost of amvmg early (T > ~3) the cost to the system will increase The objective of the informati
system is to inform drivers of this unexpected situation such that they may change their departt
ames or route to mimmize the cost of arriving late.

5.2. Parameters of individual fneidents
Depending on the &stance between the location at which a change of route is possible

the expected durauon of the incident, one may or may not receive benefits from an information
source In esumaung the benefits which can be received from kuformation systems, this tool ha~
been used by others (A/-Deek et al. 1993) to chstingtfish those scenarios in which ATIS can 
beneficial from those m which it can not.

A1-Deek et al. also showed how different factors affecting the use of information can
impact the overall benefits received by society. For ex~nple, the percentage of vehtcles equipl~
with informauon devices can be denoted as p. The larger is the value of p (up to a certain level
the faster the rate at which vehicles will be diverted to the alternate route. The faster the rate aT
which vehicles are diverted, the sooner will the travel times on the alternate routes become equ
Clearly, the faster equilibrium is reached, the greater are the benefits to the entire system.
(Vehicles are moving away from the congested route, which has a higher marginal cost.) When
travel tames on competing routes have become equal, vehicles will be diverted at a reduced rat~
maintain equilibrium. The upper ILmit for the increase of benefits with p exists because if p is
greater than the critical level, vehicles will be diverted at a rate too high for the alternate route.

The overall travel time savings for the system can be seen in Figare 8 as a function of tt
percentage of vehicles equipped, where the benefits increase until p - Pc, in tkis figure 0.5.
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System
Percent
Savings

~pc =0.5

Fraction of Vehicles Equipped

Figure 8. Relationship between system savings and percent of vehicles informed

We should also note here that the benefits to the informed drivers exceed those of the
uninformed drivers only until equilibrium has been reached. From this time on, the benefits of the
reduced travel ume (equal for both routes) are received by all drivers. Upon closer analysis, the
benefits of the reformed, parucularly in comparison to the uninformed, will be greatest
unme&ately after diversion has begun, gradually decreasing m comparison until equilibnum has
been reached. A picture of this relationship, also borrowed from Al-Deek etal., can be seen m
Figure 9 The fact that during a significant portion of an incident’s duration the benefits received
by unreformed drivers equal those of the informed drivers might also be used to justify public
funding for these systems. In adchtion, as the penetration of reformation increases (allowing
eqmhbnum to be reached qmcker), the benefits of the informed driver will decrease relauve to the
uninformed driver

Percent
Travel
Time

~ erted

,,~ndiverted

Amval T~me at Diversion Point

Figure 9. Distribution of benefits between informed/uninformed drivers

Menuon should also be given to the fact that the number of vehicles optimal for diversion
(pc), such that equi/ibrium can be maintained between the two competing routes, can vary
significantly. To be specific, the level of dwersion which would be optimal would be a function of
the severity of the incident (or the capacity reduction along the primary route), as well as the
capacity along the alternate route. As a result, for aa information system advising drivers in a
prescriptwe manner is much more complicated than advising in a responsive manner, and thus the
benefits which a society could achieve are difficult to ac ~ly maximize.

Clearly the amount of work which has taken place in this area of information economics
has not n;ceived the amount of attention that traveler behavior has. However, it should be



stressed that tt is these tools which allow us to represent and analyze the results which traveler
behavior can have on an overalI system. And it is these fu~dLngs which allow us to perceive the
methods by wtuch improvements could be made to the system and what expense or attention
should be given to such. From these tools the benefits of traffic information can best be estimal

6. Discus.~on
Whether the dascussed research involved a survey to map participants’ feelings, or

methods for representing the movement of informed drivers, the restdts can help us to understa
better the market for/rfformation technology.

In particular, market trends exist which cause/rfformation providers to position themsel
in certain locations or during certain time periods. Information consumers have established mar
trends which m~ght show us how information could be packaged such as to generate maximum
benefits. We w111 restate the important findings in the follow;rag section in hope that these fmdi~
can be combined to lead us in the right direction.

6.1. Differences among drivers
F~rst, in attempt to measure the benefits of information, or demand resulting from the

benefits perceived by drivers, we must incorporate several factors. The desire of a driver to use
reformation, by changing routes or deparvare ume, is often a function of:

- the avaalabdity of alternate routes (making each market very unique)
- ~mportazce of arriving on-tune versus a bit late
- length of the trap
- level of anxiety/stress
- mental representaraon of the alternauves avaalable
- source of mformauon regarding situation (self-observation vs. radm, etc 
- and many other factors, as described earher

Each of these factors contributes to a utility (or disutlhty) function U(x), and the driver Likely
chooses that ume-route itinerary maxtrmzang the utihty associated with the trip In many cases,
such as those irwolvmg heavy congestion but no altemauves, the opuon of best utility might be
avoid the trip altogether.

Unfortunately, what makes all of these factors difficult to weigh is that every driver like
has his own parameters for his utility function, and thus the threshold, the level of travel time
delay on a primary route for which diversion begins being considered, varies between different
drivers As a result, the marginal number of drivers w~ll~ng to divert with each minute of delay
function of the delay. This causes the benefit resulting from hfformation to vary from one scen~
to the next, making estimations complicated.

A similar element of the industry which compounds th/s problem is the distinctions arac
users in the market. As surveys have shown (Ng et alo, 1995), commercial vehicle operators 
&spatchers) would be willing to pay more for services than individual drivers. A suggestion foJ
the market’s reaction to t/,ds might include two different types of service, one a commercial
premium service available to operators and the other a more genetic, public service available tc
inchviduals. This segmentation would prevent the diminishing of the larger users’ benefits whic
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would result from wider usage, as discussed earlier. Furthermore, a pricing system could be
implemented to capture the benefits received more readily.

Unfortunately, it has been repeatedly shown that the level of diversion which is user-
optimal is rarely, if ever, the same as that which is system-optimal. Because every driver is raying
to minim~.e his own costs, drivers will lean toward the user-optimal diversion and prevent the
maxiraun~ benefits of the system from being attained. Different types of information services could
control outputs to influence driver behavior in the desired manner. For example, information
services could give route guidance, in hope that drivers will follow the service’s suggestion and
~vel what could be the system-optimal route. On the other hand, systems could give data about
~the network, such as the travel time on each hnk, and allow each user to make his own decision.
ha this scenario, informauon would most assuredly lead to the user-optimal diversion. An
:tmportan~L issue we hope to address in the future is what arrangement would be received best by
1’.he system’s users while maximizing benefits.

Also important in deciding the proper format of information is the capacity of individual
(~vers to process ~e information. In many instances the traffic information given over the radm
can be quite confusing to the average driver. Consumers have consistently been shown to have a
bruited processmg capacity (or attention span) for product information. Drivers perhaps consider
lhe effort necessary to analyze this reformation to be a cost toward their utility function. Even
more apparent ~s that the excess costs du’ected toward gathering more detailed information may
not provide benefits worthy of the necessary costs.

6.2, Costs and benefits of a system’s attributes
W~th wd’ormataon systems the marg",,al benefit received from each information gatherer

(e g a loop detector) ~s hkely a decreasing ;unction. Assuming that detectors would f’trst 
placed near the locataons of heaviest travel or h~ghest demand, each successive detector should
.~erve a smaUer percentage of travelers and thus produce lower benefits. However, the average
cos~ of each detector is likely also a decreasing function; the electronic cost of transmitting the
informauon is neghgible, and the processing and labor necessary for data can be seen as fixed
costs to be spread over detectors. At some point the marginal cost of adding one detector or
gathenng more reformation would likely exceed its benefits. In some situations as well, the
benefits might be limited by the amount of time available on a radio or television commercial.
J~other objective of our research is to determine where this level lies for different enviroranents.

Stmilar relationships also exist for independent parameters of an information service, such
~Ls the accuracy or frequency of incident reports. We also plan to address these issues with our
research and discuss how the costs associated with these parameters affect the level of
informauon which would be optimal.

In another light, we mentioned earlier that the information which could be given by a
payoff m~ttrix based upon the details of the choices. It can be shown that benefits can be received
from more detailed information only when the optimal response of the informed individual
changes under certain conditions. Imagine the simplest system (analogous to one described by
Marschak I974b), in which the only information necessary is whether the delay on the primary
route is greater/less than the difference in travel time from the alternate route. For a more



concrete example, imagine rou~ I normally takes 20 minutes and route 2 30 minutes. The only
information necessary, for user-optimal diversion, is: Is the delay greater than 10 minutes? If so
zs unnecessary to incur the cost of detenninmg the actual delay (or the queue length, or the
expected duration, etc.), because it would not affect the decision made (or the benefits received
by the consumer.

Unfortunately it is possible that more detailed reformation might be necessary to some
extent due to different drivers having different thresholds for diversion. In addition, the predicti’
variables such as the actual delay or the number of vehicles which will use information are not
deterministic, and due to their randomness, the benefits to be achieved from information can onJ
approach the maximum. Thts randomness is also similar to the uncertainties of game theory
resulting from the variability of incxdent severity, the avagabfl/ty of alternates in certain situatio~
and the size of the informed "platoon".

Finally, traffic information has been consistently shown to provide the maxamum benefit~
m cerman markets In parucular, incident-induced congesuon has shown room for significant
benefits, resulting from the fact that the system once m equihbrium is now not. In addition,
mformauon has been shown most beneficial m areas where alternative routes are available; with
such, drivers are capable of changing then" actions in the event of unforeseen ctrcumstances.

A third scenario in which benefits could be greater would be those segments which invol
the hlghest demand among travelers An interesting scenario arises due to tlus in that multiple
mformataon gatherers tend to cluster around those areas showing the highest demand. As a resu
the benefits received from these mformaUon services could be cut significantly. This result couk
lend itself to the support of mformauon financing by public entities rather than private providers
It ~s hoped that with a clearer understandang we can organize our traffic tnformation system suc~

as to mmlm~ze the "’losses" which might result from such arrangements.

7. Future Researeh
W~th the expansmn of highways no longer an opuon, traffic information systems are beir

v~ewed in many cat~es as a primary means of reducing the costs of congestion. The objective of
this paper and the research surrounding it is to gain an understanding of the factors influencing t
benefits resulung from reformation systems. With this we hope to address the different methods
for financing and operating these systems such as to generate the maximum benefits for the
system while spreading the costs eqt~tably. The important issues which have been addressed in
this paper, and to which we hope to pursue answers as we continue our research, include:

i) How can we model the cost to information providers of supplying the network? What
are the economies of scale, and at what level do the costs exceed the benefits?

ii) What are the external factors, such as available communications, that limit the
productivity which can be gained from information systems?

iii) What type of decision network (e.g. game theory) should be used to model 
decisions which drivers (informed and uninformed) face in setting their itinerary?
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iv) How can we measure the benefits (or dlsbenefits) received by the network, in addluon
to the travel time savmgs’~ How are these benefits divided between direct and indirect
con,;urners of informauon, or how should the financing necessary for traffic mformauon be
dtv~cled between pubhc funds and private consumers?

These questions do not deserve simple answers, but with a better understanding we may be able
to increase Lhe benefits of our present roadway system sagnificantly.
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